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NEW QUESTION: 1
An application is waiting for notification of changes to a tmp
directory using the following code statements:
Path dir = Paths.get("tmp")
WatchKey key = dir.register (watcher, ENTRY_CREATE,
ENTRY_DELETE, ENTRY_MODIFY) ;
In the tmp directory, the user renames the file testA to testB,
Which statement is true?
A. The events received and the order of events are platform
dependent.
B. The events received and the order of events are consistent
across all UNIX platforms.
C. The events received and the order of events are consistent
across all Microsoft Windows versions.
D. The events received and the order of events are consistent
across all platforms.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Most file system implementations have native support for file

change notification. The
WatchService API takesadvantage of this support where
available.
However, when a file system does not support this mechanism,
the WatchService will poll
the file system,waiting for events.
Note:
WatchKey : When a Watchable entity is registered with a
WatchService a key which is a
WatchKey isgenerated. Initially the key is in ready state
waiting to be notified of any events
on the Watchable entity. Oncean event occurs the key goes into
signaled state and allows
to access the events using its pollEvents method.
After processing the poll events the key has to be reset by
invoking its reset method.
Reference: The Java Tutorials,Watching a Directory for Changes

NEW QUESTION: 2
Evaluate the following SQL statements:
Exhibit:
Which is the correct output of the above query?
A. +25-00, +00-650, +00 11:12:10.123457
B. +00-300, +54-02, +00 11:12:10.123457
C. +25-00, +54-02, +00 11:12:10.123457
D. +00-300, +00-650, +00 11:12:10.123457
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which object privileges can be granted on a view?
A. DELETE, INSERT, SELECT, UPDATE
B. ALTER, DELETE, INSERT, SELECT
C. DELETE, INSERT, SELECT
D. none
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation: Object privilege on VIEW is DELETE, INSERT,
REFERENCES, SELECT and UPDATE.
Incorrect answer:
A. Object privilege on VIEW is DELETE, INSERT, REFERENCES,
SELECT and UPDATE
B. Object privilege on VIEW is DELETE, INSERT, REFERENCES,
SELECT and UPDATE
C. Object privilege on VIEW is DELETE, INSERT, REFERENCES,
SELECT and UPDATE Refer: Introduction to Oracle9i: SQL, Oracle
University Study Guide, 13-12
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